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Danny Boy
The new generation wide mouth closures 
Capitalising on competences Plasticum has developed a wide mouth screw closure, called 
Danny Boy, for glass jars. The lightweight polypropylene closure is manufactured in a BRC 
approved factory, making Danny Boy perfectly suitable for Food applications such as peanut 
butter, marmalade and honey. 

Design
Danny Boy has an outer diameter of 68 mm and fits on glass jars with a neck size of 66 mm. 
The top surface is gloss and the rim offers the required stiffness. The side is ribbed for a 
good grip while opening and closing. The closure will not deform or wrap after production. 
Tests have proven that Danny Boy runs smoothly on standard high speed capping lines.

Tamper Evident 
After moulding, a wad – consisting of a carton and thin metal layer – is mounted into the 
closure automatically. During capping the metal layer is sealed onto the glass jar while the 
carton layer remains in the inner side of the closure. This metal layer provides the required 
tamper evident function. After removal of the metal layer the carton closes off the jar during 
storage. 

Economical & Ecological
Danny Boy is extremely light. It is not only the reduction of raw material, but also the 
reduction of energy consumption during production and transportation, making this closure 
economically attractive whilst preserving the environment.  

Clean Production Environment
Danny Boy is produced in a BRC approved factory, meeting the most stringent quality 
regulations. Plasticum has appropriate systems and controls in place to ensure the hygiene 
of the production environment, products, processes and personnel.

Unique Benefits
- Cost-effective
- Lightweight 
- Excellent fitting
- Tamper evident
- Runs on standard high-speed capping lines
- Environmentally friendly
- Recyclable
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Specifications
- Outside dimension: 68 mm
- Neck size: 66 mm 
- Screw application, 4 start thread
- Material PP
- High gloss top surface
- Ribbed side
- Mounted wad
- Suitable for Food applications
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